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HIGHWAY HOTLINE - JANUARY 2004

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Chairman : Lawry Lauf - ZS5HV - 031 702-8652 

Vice Chairman : Brad Phillips - ZS5BP - 031 763-3754 

Secretary : Tony Mayall - ZS5GR - 031 708-3078 

Treasurer : Anne Bean - ZS5FAB - 031 701-3138 

 

Co-ordinator Portfolios 

Keith Lowes - ZS5WFD - (031) 262-0905 : Hamnet, Clubhouse & RAE 

Bruce Taylor - ZS5BR - (031)261-5851 : Packet Radio, Club Meetings & On Air Activities 

Tony Mayall - ZS5GR - (031) 708-3078 : PRO & Hotline 

Bradley Glen - ZS5WT - (082) 994-3331 : Repeaters & Interference 

Dave Holiday - ZR5CW - (031) 904-2038 : Special Events & Rally Comms 

Eric Mawhinney - ZS5EWM - (031) 262-2529 : Technical 

Brad Phillips - ZS5BP - (031) 763-3754 : IRLP & Webmaster 

Sean Pritchard - ZR5SEP - (031) 261-7200 : Youth Coordination & Bulletin Scheduling 

Phil Unterhorst - ZS5RJ - (031) 202-8807 : Awards Manager 

 

BITS AND BOBS 

The UK Beans have sent a swell letter to our chairman and wish all club members and their families, Best 
Wishes for Xmas and for 2004. For info purposes Roxanne’s web address is www.beanit.co.uk/roxanne , 
Adriann’s web address is www.beanit.co.uk/adrian and Allan’s motorbike group’s webpage is www.beanit.co.uk/
bpr . The editor or club chairman can be contacted for the new postal address of the Beans in UK-Ed 
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The HARC Christmas Function went off very well, a good boot sale and a very tasty lunch with pudding. 
Thanks to all those who worked hard to enable us to have an enjoyable day-Ed ® 
NEW YEAR WISHES: The Chairman and Committee of the Highway Amateur Radio Club wish all members 
and their families a very Happy, Blessed & Prosperous New Year. 

 

BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

December 2003 

21st Ian ZS5IAN (031) 701-9792  

28th Phil ZS5RJ (031) 202-8807 

January 2004 

4th Lawry ZS5HV (031) 702-8652  

11th Sean ZR5SEP (031) 261-7200  

18th Ben ZR5SIB (031) 916-1862  

25th Bruce ZS5BR (031) 261-5851 

 

Quotation:-  

Success is to be measured not so much by the position that one has reached in life as by the obstacles that he has 
overcome while trying to succeed. --Booker T. Washington 

 

HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail 
it, thanks-Ed 

 

FOR YOUR DIARY All times quoted in SAST 

January 2004 
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1 New Years Day Last day for submission of motions for SARL AGM www.sarl.org.za  

10-11 Hunting Lions on the Air  

13 19h30 HARC Committee Meeting 20 19h00 for 19h30 HARC Monthly Meeting  

23-25 PEARS VHF/UHF Contest 18h00 Friday-18h00 Sunday  

25 SARL Presidents Net  

28 20h00 Intecnet-Antennas  

31 13h30 for 14h00 HARC Swap Shop : Car Park : Westville Civic Centre 

 

A SMILE 

"To err is human, but to really foul things up requires a computer." --Arthur Bloch <http://www.btinternet.com/~roy.stead/
roy/Murphy.htm>, Murphy's Law 

"Freedom is just chaos with better lighting." --Alan Dean Foster, To The Vanishing Point 

 

ADVERT

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5WT) trading as: B-Comm

ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIAL FOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS

E.MAIL: b_comm1@yahoo.com PHONE: 082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787

 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 

January 2004 

3- Jan Minny ZS4JR  

5- Ronald Boom ZS5RON  

7- Michael Schleyer ZS5ZA  
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7- Henk van der Linde Seun van Henie/Amanda ZS4JA  

8- Dawn Fagan Spouse of Dale ZS5COM  

9- Brian Best ZS5SB  

10- Scheepers van Niekerk ZS4Z  

11- Charles Carr ZS5QR  

11- Octavia Ntlanga ZR5NN  

11- Ian van der Bank ZR5DB  

12- Riaan v.d. Walt Seun van Adrian/Elsie ZS4VS  

13- Ray Worthington ZS5BM  

14- Carolyn Trezona Spouse of Dave ZS4DT  

19- Leo Geleynse ZR5LG  

20- Allan Bean M0JAB Spouse of Ronelle M0ROE  

21- Jean Dick Spouse of Angus ZS5GV  

22- Adriaan de Bruin ZS4DA  

24- Lee Hanegraaf ZS5LEE  

25- Corrie v.d.Westhuizen ZR4CW 

28- Anne Hunter Spouse of Ian ZS5IH 

The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a 
very HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

 

Some repeater news, from Bradley Glen ZS5WT 

In the new year we will be seeing the installation of UHF Channel 6 (Mobile RX 439-275 Mhz with the -7,6 Mhz split) 
The site proposed is Kensington in Durban CBD North. From tests done the coverage will be dominant from the airport 
north up to past Gateway. With this I would like to thank Tony Coleman (ZS5ACB ) for the donation of the repeater 
receiver , which has been modified and working well. 
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This repeater will have ctcss for access and on the transmit namely 136,5 Hz.Deviation on mobile TX should be set for 
0,35Khz Peak. This will assist in guarding against squelch bursts from the busy commercial site that it is. 

Look forward to hearing you all on the new repeater.This repeater will be linked via Alverstone to the rest of the 
NATURN UHF Repeater system. 

Regards Bradley Glen ZS5WT 

 

THE CHIRPERS COLUMN by :- Ian (ZS5IAN) 

It is a sad state of affairs when our editor has to send an email to me reminding me that I need to send in the Chirpers 
Column and me feeling that I have just finished the last one a few days ago….. Sorry Ed! 

My shack is in such a mess that the first thing I must do is give it a good tidy up and clean up. 

It is not easy for me to fill a column on ham things when I have spent 80% of the last 4 weeks away from my shack. 
Perhaps it would be easier for me to write about my grandson and my 31st wedding anniversary! 

First of all, I was on board a ship for a few days sailing from Cape Town and took along my el cheapo short wave radio. 
I tried it from the cabin (I was bunked in the lower deck), but could not get any reception. I was not going to tempt fate 
by taking it up on deck as it is quite a small radio (about the size of two packs of 30 cigs stuck on top of one another.) 
Very easy to put down and forget where you left it. So no short wave listening for me during the voyage. But it got me 
back into the mode of thinking more about short wave listening. Mostly I was interested in the well known stations BBC, 
Deutche Welle, Radio Holland etc but on my return to Pinetown I decided to let my beautiful Grundig Satellite 600 do 
some work. (Incidentally on this cruise ship I went to the top deck and counted the various antenna that were set up on 
the mast and close by. - Nearly 20 of them! I am not sure if the radio officer even knows what each of these antennae 
are for!) My Grundig radio which I keep on my bedside table, has SSB on it and it was a joy to lie in my bed and listen to 
the amateur bands. Of course I listened mostly to CW - especially where there were chats going on. (It can be very 
entertaining to “earwig” into these chats in Morse Code.) My Grundig receiver is a model made for sitting on a table and 
I have it connected to a aluminium rod about 7,6 meters long mounted high on an outside wall. (The length is arbitrary - 
it just happened to be a rod that long that I used for my listening). This got me to doing a comparison with my Sony 
SW55 which is a very small receiver with an extendable whip antenna. I listened into a CW station in Div 6 and did a 
direct comparison. Believe it or not, the SW55 with its small extendible whip was the winner by far! To be fair to the 
Grundig table model, I did not try it with its extendable whip. Certainly I intend to spend more time doing a bit of amateur 
band listening in the near future - and maybe not just the amateur bands but listen about between these bands as well. 

Well as I write this, I am two days into my holidays from work. As I reported in my last column, I was going to get stuck 
into finishing lots of half finished projects. So far I have nearly completed my patch box. I know that the Constructers 
Club had 10 circuit boards made, but so far I have not heard anyone willing to help ZS5IH do the Sunday morning 
bulletin on 40meters. I have got as far as putting a 12 volt supply to the patch box and have got a nice Xmas tree 
collection of LED’s going on. It would seem as if I wired them up the wrong way, but after visiting ZS5EWM, he put me 
on the right track. Now, I have to wire them to the two Kenwoods and cross my fingers that no smoke comes out either 
of the rigs…! My next project is to find out what is wrong with my TenTec 40m qrp rig. I would really love to know what 
happened (or is happening) to the other 9 boards made for the patch box. Do call me on the 600 repeater and let me 
know what you have done with your board. Does it work? Have you finished it? Do you have a problem with it’s 
construction? 

I have started to get lazy with constructing and a visit from ZS5PG with his beautiful 1 watt qrp rig (Tx and Rx) got me 
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“thinking”. “Thinking” that I was too busy to start another project when I have so many unfinished projects on hand, I got 
to “thinking” that Mathew could build it for me! It is of his design, so I look forward to having a chat with him on 7020 in 
the near future on his home brewed rigs. He is putting up a 40m inverted V in his flat complex made out of - wait for it! - 
fishing trace wire! I think ZS5CF was going along to do an analysis on it. He is hoping that no one in the complex will 
noticed the steel wire. I hope he manages to hide it well enough. I have just spoken to ZS5PG and he says that the 
stainless steel wire just did not work - I think the resistance was too high and he was getting about 150 Ohms. Back to 
the drawing board and he put up some very thin copper wire and hey presto a SWR of 1:1 Tonight at about 19h30 I will 
try and make contact with him. 

I also must finish my small 40m magnetic loop that I got from ZS5RJ. It just needs a bit of soldering and some loving 
attention and it should be ideal for me to play with. Then when that baby is up and running I can finish the one that is 4 
times that diameter! 

I had wanted to do a bit of experimenting on a portable rig using different antennas that I could put up quickly in the 
field. However the rig that I was going to use for that purpose has gone into the “library” where it is being experimented 
upon by it’s “new” - read previous - owner. Maybe in a few years time I will get the radio back and do some of that 
experimentation. 

Talking about experimenting with antennas, I remind you that I made up a dipole out of two slinky springs and once 
again a few weeks ago used that stretched across my stoep and made contact with div 6 stations using a qrp rig and a 
small gel cell. It just serves to remind me that you do not need 100 watts and a big antenna to make contacts. 4 watts 
and two slinky springs worked for me. Think about it!! 

In the interests of getting useful information from my antenna work, I have ordered a MFJ antenna analyser from USA. 
This will be of great use when playing around with magnetic loops etc. 

I wonder what other amateurs use for antenna for dual band rigs that transmit on both 2m and 70 cms? I have got a 
small antenna on the roof of my Landrover, but would like something with a bit of gain on it for mounting on a pole when 
using my 706MKIIG. Any ideas? I have tried the internet, but it seems that all their dual band antennas have a 10 watt 
maximum capability. What do you use? Do let me know. 

Now, if I can just find that vacuum cleaner and find some space for all the newly accumulated junk, then I can start 
cleaning out my shack……. 

Till next month, 73 and get some fun out of CW and chirping…..de ZS5IAN 

 

Humour from Phil:

Subject: Irish Gardening Old Sean lived alone in Northern Ireland. He wanted to spade his potato garden, but it was 
very hard work. His only son, Mick, who used to help him, was in an English prison. The old man wrote a letter to his 
son and described his predicament: Dear Mick, I am feeling a mite down because it looks like I won't be able to plant 
me potato garden this year. I'm just getting too old to be digging up a garden plot. If you were here, all my troubles 
would be over. I know you would dig the plot for me. Love, Dad A few days later he received a letter from his son: Dear 
Father, For HEAVEN'S SAKE, don't dig up the garden! That's where I buried all them BODIES! Love, Mick At 4 am the 
next morning, a dozen agents from Scotland Yard and local police officers showed up and dug up the entire garden 
down to a depth of about six feet. That evening, not finding any bodies, they apologized to the old man and left. The 
next day the old man received another letter from his son: Dear Father, Go ahead and plant yer spuds now. It's the best 
I could do under the circumstances. Love, Mick 
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More Humour From Phil: 

Subject: OLD Bugger 

An older lady gets pulled over for speeding...Older Woman: Is there a problem, Officer? 

Officer: Ma'am, you were speeding. Older Woman: Oh, I see. 

Officer: Can I see your license please? Older Woman: I'd give it to you but I don't have one. 

Officer: Don't have one? Older Woman: Lost it, 4 years ago for drunk driving. 

Officer: I see...Can I see your vehicle registration papers please. Older Woman: I can't do that. 

Officer: Why not? Older Woman: I stole this car. 

Officer: Stole it? Older Woman: Yes, and I killed and hacked up the owner. 

Officer: You what? Older Woman: His body parts are in plastic bags in the trunk if you want to see. 

The Officer looks at the woman and slowly backs away to his car and calls for back up. Within minutes 5 police cars 
circle the car. A senior officer slowly approaches the car, clasping his half drawn gun. 

Officer 2: Ma'am, could you step out of your vehicle please! The woman steps out of her vehicle. 

Older woman: Is there a problem sir? 

Officer 2: One of my officers told me that you have stolen this car and murdered the owner. 

Older Woman: Murdered the owner? 

Officer 2: Yes, could you please open the trunk of your car, please. 

The woman opens the trunk, revealing nothing but an empty trunk. 

Officer 2: Is this your car, ma'am? 

Older Woman: Yes, here are the registration papers. The officer is quite stunned. 

Officer 2: One of my officers claims that you do not have a driving license. 

The woman digs into her handbag and pulls out a clutch purse and hands it to the officer. The officer examines the 
license. He looks quite puzzled. 

Officer 2: Thank you ma'am, one of my officers told me you didn't have a license, that you stole this car, and that you 
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murdered and hacked up the owner. 

Older Woman: Bet the liar told you I was speeding, too. 

More Humour From Phil: 

Who said Blondes were dumb.. 

Two factory workers were talking. "I know how to get some time off from work." said the man. "How do you think you will 
do that?" said the blonde. He proceeded to show her...by climbing up to the rafters, and hanging upside down. The boss 
walked in, saw the worker hanging from the ceiling, and asked him what on earth he was doing? "I'm a light bulb" 
answered the guy. "I think you need some time off," said the boss. So, the man jumped down and walked out of the 
factory. The blonde began walking out too. The boss asked her where did she think she was going? "Home. I can't work 
in the dark". 

 

Construction/Technical Article: 

This was received from Gary ZS5NK: CQ WORLD WIDE - SSB 2003 

It was with tongue in cheek that I decided to again operate 10 meter single band only in this contest. 10 had been 
practically dead for some months now with the occasional opening. However earlier in the month there had been some 
good propagation to the States in the early evenings but tailed off as the month progressed. Conditions usually repeat 
themselves on a 27day cycle so there was hope! Just in case there was poor propagation I set up an alternative contest 
program using Garth’s call ZS5GMW so that we could join in the action on bands with propagation. As far as the station 
preparation we had run out of time to replace the 18 year old TH6 antenna with a KT34XA so had to make do with the 
existing antenna. This antenna still proved to be a winner. 

My first mistake was to get into the shack too late on Saturday morning - 10 could not possibly be open before 7am! 
Well I do not know what I missed out on but judging from Sunday morning a lost opportunity! Anyway my first station 
was logged at 6h.56, a Russian of course. I must thank our Russian friends how they always support the contests and 
generally are active on the HF bands.They are also good operators getting your callsign on the first try even in weak 
signal conditions.The only problem with them is to be able to get their call correct due to their sometimes heavy 
accents! 

In this contest the multipliers are CQ zones and countries according to the DXCC list so the strategy is to find the 
multipliers and then work as many stations as possible to build up a score. The bulk comes from the densely populated 
ham areas of the world namely the USA, Europe and Japan. Japan has been disappointing for the last few years with 
only the big stations with there stacked arrays coming through with the odd smaller station. Therefore the hour long runs 
of JAs did not materialise. No other Pacific stations were heard and there was no ZL or VK’s to be found. Conditions 
then picked up to Europe and some long runs were logged with the odd JA and middle east station popping up. At 
11h.00 a PY from Brazil came through showing how unpredictable propagation on 10 can be. The first American 
KC1XX was worked 12h.30 and this station was consistently the first USA station to be heard - I would like to know 
what he was using! The rest of the afternoon was spent working Europeans with the odd American and Caribbean 
station. Then the band opened up properly to the States and hour long runs were made with odd European and South 
American breaking the pileup. This went on until 21h.00 when the band folded. 811 stations were in the log which was a 
satisfying day for me. The Sunday is always a harder day to operate as many of the stations heard have already been 
logged. This means entering the call heard and getting the computer to check if a duplicate before calling. If possible it 
is better to call CQ and let the other fellows do the checking! However conditions must make you loud otherwise you run 
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out of voice! 

I did not make the same mistake on Sunday morning and was in the shack by 5h.30. This paid off finding some of the 
illusive multipliers in the Pacific but still no VK’s or ZL’s. Murphy usually strikes at some time during the contest and it 
looked like a thunder storm on Saturday evening. This however did not materialise. He did get his revenge on Sunday 
morning. At about 6h.00 the band went suddenly quiet. All signals disappeared and only the soft hiss of the electrons in 
the receiver could be heard. I checked the other bands and they were as dead. Edwin phoned and said he thought his 
neighbour had cut his coax and had gone outside to check! About an hour and a half later the band slowly came back to 
life.The radio blackout was the result of one of the largest groups of sunspots to be seen during cycle 23 which had 
occurred on the 19th of October. According to the forecasters conditions during the contest would be poor. How wrong 
they were for besides the blackout 10 meters was the best experienced for a long time. 

At about 15h.00 the band opened to the States resulting in two-hour runs of pileups. The Americans were not 
considerate operators calling over each other with a dog eat dog attitude.However they spoke clearly making logging 
that more easy. The band finally petered out at about 19h.30. At this point we wanted to make the 1250 contact to give 
a nice round total and had to really work hard to dig out the last 8 contacts. However included in these to our surprise 
we added two more countries PY0F Fernando de Noronha and Morocco. The final score was 1250 contacts 30 zones 
and 111 countries. Who says you can not work DXCC in a weekend!. 

 

Famous Quotations from the INTERNET-Ed 

To attract attractive people, you must be attractive. To attract powerful people, you must be powerful. To attract 
committed people, you must be committed. Instead of going to work on them, you go to work on yourself. If you 
become, you can attract. --Jim Rohn 
Keep in mind that neither success nor failure is ever final. --Roger W Babson statistician, columnist 
Those who have attained things worth having in this world have worked while others idled, have persevered 
while others gave up in despair, have practiced ...the valuable habits of self-denial, industry, and singleness of 
purpose. --Grenville Kleiser 
Recipe for success: Study while others are sleeping; work while others are loafing; prepare while others are 
playing; and dream while others are wishing. --William A. Ward 
When I was young I observed that nine out of ten things I did were failures, so I did ten times more work --
Bernard Shaw 
People of mediocre ability sometimes achieve outstanding success because they don't know when to quit. Most 
men succeed because they are determined to. --George E. Allen 

 

GPS Explained-Continued 

This next article was received via the Packet System, I will print the article over a few issues-Ed, here is Part 4:- 

4. The GPS Receiver 

4.1 Clock Synchronisation 

It was stated earlier that the receiver synchronises its clock with that of the SVs on an ongoing basis - how is this done? 
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Remember, the receiver only knows how far it is from a given SV - our position could be anywhere on the surface of a 
sphere having that radius. If more SVs are involved, our possible position would be at any one of the points where all 
the spheres intersect. An unambiguous solution requires at least three plots, resulting in only one point where all three 
spheres intersect. 

Let's for a moment assume that the receiver clock and the satellite clock are exactly in sync. The receiver times the 
signal, figures the distance from three satellites, and where the three spheres intersect should be our position. But, the 
receiver doesn't know for sure that its clock is perfectly in sync with the SVs. Remember, a millionth of a second 
translates into a thousand foot error. So, just to be sure, the receiver listens for a fourth satellite. If the fourth line of 
position doesn't pass through the other three, the receiver knows something is wrong; it's geometrically impossible for 
four mutually intersecting spheres to merge at the same point unless the clock is spot on. The receiver assumes, then, 
that because the fourth sphere doesn't intersect with the others, its internal clock must be out of sync. The receiver then 
runs a simple little routine to adjust the clock until all four spheres intersect at the same point. This is known as 
correcting clock bias, and it's how the receiver resets its clock. That's one of the things that's going on when your 
receiver has just been turned on and you're waiting for it to initialize (slim, nê?). 

 

Packet Radio

Packet news from Dave ZS5DRM: The digi is in its new position at Shellcross and working well & the ZS0HIL-2 is back 
in operation thanks to Charles ZS5QR. The BB’S is back in operation and working well All the users of the Bbs will have 
to re-register as all the soft ware was lost and we have to rebuild all the soft ware again but all is not lost Chin up stiff 
upper lip and all that. I will in-devour to back up all in future Welcome back Barnacle Bill Ben ZR5SIB. The bulletin 
numbers are in the 6000 your list will catch up automatically if you have any problems please don’t hesitate to call 
ZS5IAN for help O! I mean your SYSOP Dave ZS5DRM. Martin ZS5M! Sorry for the confusion, you trying to contact a 
missing digi. A little reminder we are not allowed to swop items for cash this is against the terms of your license People 
heard over the last few days ZR5FE, SAM, SIB, ZS5ADS, EWM, DRM, GR, QR. J. COM. 

Problem corner: Greetings & Salutations Dave, We have a problem, I made a "heard" listing on ZS5ZLB, and the last 
signals it heard from ZS0KLO-1 was on the 24th of last month. Since then it has heard NOTHING out of Durban via 
ZS0KLO-1, it has also not heard any beacons from ZS0WTE, or KLO. The signal strength from ZLB is normal, so no 
problems on our side. Salaams to ZR5GEM Jo ZR5PO Interesting bulletins, From: ZS6MAW@ZS0DLD.PTA.GAU.ZAF.
AF To : SWOP@ZAF Hi there I have the following available: 1) Icom IC820H Dual band, All Mode Base Station, 
Satellite capable, cross Band Repeat etc. 2) Corona 120Watt All Mode 70cms Linear 3) Tokyo Hi Power160Watt All 
Mode linear I prefer selling all at one go but will consider individual offers Email or via Packet Cell 0827815916 Home 
012-5675797 73 - Marinus, ZS6MAW @ ZS0DLD From: ZR6LSD@ZS6ERB.ERJ.GAU.ZAF.AF To: SWOP@ZAF Hi All 
I Have a P1 200Mhz P.C. With the Following: 32 Megs Ram 20Gig Hard Drive. 1.44MB Stiffy Drive. 36X CD Rom Drive. 
(IDE) 5.1 Surround Sound PCI Sound Card 1 Meg Video Card (Super VGA) PCI 101 keyboard Serial Mouse Complete 
System. (Without Monitor) I would like to Swop it for 800.00 ohms 

From: ZS6OUN@ZS0DLD.PTA.GAU.ZAF.AF To : APRS@ZAF Hi all. for those that don't know yet the 144.800 freq is 
now alive with APRS stations. With a permanent APRS digi operating (use RELAY,WIDE3-3 or read its transmissions) 
based on the hills above Rustenburg. Stations are on the air in Pretoria, Rustenberg, Northern JHB plus we have 2 HF 
APRS gates (when HF conditions allow) and Internet traffic as well - SA maps are available from www.qsl.net/zs6oun 
or /zs6ro links to world maps are also on these sites. Ui-view 16 is a free program so have some fun and maybe we will 
see you on the maps. Any problems put out a BULL on APRS@ZAF Hopefully links to the PE area will be up and 
running soon? Cheers 73 - Stuart, ZS6OUN @ ZS0DLD E-mail sbaynes@iafrica.com 

From: ZS6BS@ZS6RO.SRJ.GAU.ZAF.AF To : SWOP@ZAF Thanks for reading this I have an IBM Think pad Laptop 
computer, Model 760ED that I would like to Swop. Features, Active Color Screen, CD-ROM Drive, 1.44 MB Stuffy Drive, 
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2.1 Gig Hard Disk Drive, Sound Card, 2 x PCMCIA Slots, 1 x PCMCIA Ethernet Networking Card, Video Capture 
Interface, Video Output Spare CD-ROM Drive for Above, Assortment of PCMCIA Cards I can be contacted at the 
following telephone number. 73 de Bertie Stander, ZS6BS P.O.Box 2718 Kocksvlei 1764 Tel: 011-698-1329 ps. As from 
09H00 tomorrow, 11 December, I will be available at 072-379-8247, for most of the day. 

Make the new week a productive one! 73 from the packet man Dave ZS5DRM. Needed for the Bbs 3 or 5 element yagi. 
Also in need of a 144.625 2m radio’s for the Bbs 

Best Regards. 73's Dave Ok Happy picketing 

 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 

MEETINGS : The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Clubhouse, first floor of the Westville Civic Centre, William 
Lester Drive,. on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal 
price. Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.000/145.600Mhz) 

The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month at the Clubhouse in Westville starting at 
19h30. 

BULLETINS : The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeaters 
(145.600 Mhz and 145.625 Mhz network) as well as the simplex frequency of 145.225 MHz. all of which are linked 
through the UHF network, Bulletins are also relayed onto a frequency of 7.055 MHz in the 40 meter band. A tape 
recording of the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 

The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Highway repeaters at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 

The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.600Mhz) every Sunday morning at 07h15 . 

AMATEUR RADIO NETS : An Early Bird Net operates every Sunday morning between 06h15 and 06h45 on the 
frequency of 7055 Khz. In the 40 meter band, conducted by Ian (ZS5IAN) The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long standing 
starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our Net Controller is Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK). 

Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.600Mhz and 145.625Mhz networks in the evenings. They are:- Mondays 
19.30 Morse Code Interest group discussions by (ZS5IAN) Tuesdays 20.00 Y.L’s net. with Pam (ZR5PAM) 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD) Thursdays 19.30 Technical Net/Problem Corner by Alwyn (ZS5AES) 
Fridays 19.30 Free Saturdays 19.30 HARC Newsline :by Bruce (ZS5BR) Sundays 19.15+/- Free 

The SARL Presidents net can be heard the last Sunday of every month at noon on a frequency of 7082 Khz Licensed 
Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 

PACKET RADIO : The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is 
ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF The sysop is Dave ZS5DRM), His telephone number at Home is (031) 708-4344 

TECHNICAL EVENING : The first Thursday of every month at the Westville Clubhouse starting time is 19h30. Anyone 
interested is welcome. Further information from Eric Mawhinney (ZS5EWM) on telephone (031) 262-2529. 
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HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER : This newsletter is published every month and distributed by e.mail. Members 
without the facility will have their copies posted to them. It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website. The editor is Tony 
Mayall (ZS5GR) Telephone (031) 708-3078, Email address is hotline@harc.org.za 

INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES:

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB. http://www.harc.org.za The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5BP). 

SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE : http://www.sarl.org.za 

E-MAIL ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. harc@harc.org.za <mailto:harc@harc.org.za> 

SWOP SHOP : The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h30 for 14h00 at the Westville Civic Centre Car Park, 
William Lester Drive. Refreshments and snacks are available at nominal prices. 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
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